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Abstract— This work focuses on the evaluation of the need
and help required by elderly and dependent persons. We study
the most widely used evaluation models in the health domain. We
propose a new algorithm to assess and compare the performance
of these models and the possibility to use them in future eHealth
systems and platforms. The objective is to shed some light on the
weakness of existing models and to gain a better knowledge about
the context of persons in order to provide them with eHealth
services that match their context and meet their needs.

consider the AGGIR model [2] used in France and the SMAF
model [3] used in Canada. We discuss the compatibility
between them including the considered person’s activities
(items), results and classification. We shed some light on the
weakness of dependency models used in the health domain,
which will help to improve the consideration of the person’s
context and focus on the main activities to be monitored.
Context-aware
eHealth services

Keywords—Dependency; ADL; AGGIR; SMAF; eHealth;
Services

I.

INTRODUCTION

The elderly dependency ratios are rising according to
United Nations’ projections. In 2050, the dependency ratio of
people, aged 65 years or more, will approximate 54% in more
developed regions [1]. This increase of dependency requires
improving healthcare and the quality of services provided in
eHealth domain. Provided services should meet the real needs
of persons in real time. Dependency evaluation models are
used to identify these needs of assistance and services.
Continuous monitoring of the person's ability to achieve basic
activities becomes an urgent necessity. This monitoring allows
detecting any changes related to the needs and requirements by
indicating any decline or improvement of the person’s health
state. Most of the existing evaluation models used in the
monitoring domain (e.g. AGGIR, SMAF and FIM) are
performed manually and by clinical staff. We observe also that
in these models, in spite of considering the same daily activities
for the same purpose, they unfortunately lead to different
dependency evaluations. The objective that we target is to
provide eHealth services based on an automatic and
homogeneous evaluation of the person’s needs in terms of
healthcare. To do so, we believe that smart eHealth platforms
and systems have to gain a better knowledge about the context
of monitored persons. This will provide persons with contextaware services i.e. adapted and personalized services that
match their required needs and assistance. This work can be
seen as a first step to provide context-aware services for smart
systems and platforms such as homes, cities and hospitals (Fig.
1). We consider the monitored person’s context by studying the
exiting tools used by professionals in the health domain. In this
paper, we focus on the needs of healthcare services for
dependent persons. We study some of the most famous models
used in geriatrics field to evaluate people's dependency. We
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of context-aware eHealth services at home

II.

DEPENDENCY EVALUATION MODELS

The person’s dependency can be defined as the ability of a
person to achieve elementary tasks of daily living without the
help or stimulation of a third party [4]. To assess this ability,
many tools and methods have been developed. They include
the determination of what is a basic activity of daily living,
(called ADL) and the methodology of assessment to evaluate
each activity. Most of the existing methods use the definition of
the ADL as introduced by Katz [5], and the instrumental
activity of daily living IADL of Lawton [6]. ADL refers to the
routine and basic tasks performed by persons every day, such
as eating and washing etc. IADL refers to the necessary tasks
to live in the community (such as medication use and
budgeting) which are usually lost before the ADL. The concept
of group is usually used in the evaluation methods for
classifying persons based on: needs, assistance, costs,
diagnosis, etc. This classification tries to aggregate people
having the same characteristics and who need approximately
the same level of services and resources. For instance, using

the called iso-resources group [2], iso-profile SMAF [7], FIMFRG [8] and diagnosis related groups (DRG) [9]. In practice,
these evaluation models are used to guide the health institution
to make right decisions while providing healthcare with or
without monitoring. Most of these models are performed
manually. This makes them exposed to human errors and
lacking immediate alerts in case of any change or decline of the
health status of the person. In the context of eHealth services
and smart home/city environments, the determination of the
most important daily activities that directly affect the lives of
the elderly is of high concern. It is the essence and basis of
automatic evaluation and monitoring. The continuous
monitoring of these activities helps to reveal the person's real
needs and allows providing assistance and services required
immediately.
Many previous researches have been done in order to
propose new systems and platforms that ensure eHealth
services [10][11][12]. We believe that in order to provide
health professionals with flexible, reliable and smart
monitoring systems, a strong link should be kept between the
existing medical tools and data on the one hand and new
proposed approaches on the other hand. This link will help to:
(a) put the light on the drawbacks of existing medical methods,
(b) propose required improvements and (c) make easier the
integration of the new proposed eHealth systems into health
institutions (e.g. using existing patient’s record, historic, etc.).
In this work, we study the overlaps and differences between the
most important models in the domain of health dependency
evaluations. Table I compares the difference between the
models most used today in the health domain for people
dependency evaluation. Items are related to activities used in
the models while the classification function returns the whole
evaluation of the person based on the individual qualification
and scores. Profiles concern the losses of autonomy of persons.
Profiles give a detailed classification while groups and
categories reduce this classification into common sets. A
detailed description of the AGGIR and SMAF models is
discussed in the next sections.
TABLE I.

COMPARISON BETWEEN DEPENDENCY MODELS

Models

AGGIR

SMAF

FIM

Items

17

29

18

Classification function

8

29

18

4 (S, T, U
and C)
3 (A, B and
C)

4 or 5 (0, -0.5, -1,
-2, -3)
4 or 5 (0, -0.5, -1,
-2, -3)

< 2000

9.33

126

<= 4380

-87

18

Number of Profiles

13

14

/

Classification group or
categories

6 groups

4 categories

FIM-FRG version
2.0, 21 categories
subdivided into 67
FRGs

Achieve manually

Yes

Yes

Yes

Qualification item
Scoring criteria
Minimum Level of
dependency
Maximum Level
dependency

1 to 7
1 to 7

A. Description of the SMAF Model
Functional Autonomy Measurement System (SMAF) is a
clinical rating scale that measures the functional autonomy of
elderly patients [3]. The SMAF used in order to rehabilitate the
individual by provide appropriate care and services and
assessing needs to alleviate the disabilities in elderly people
[13][14]. Handicap is the relation between disability and the
available social or material resources, taken into account to
alleviate rate of disability. There are 29-items rating scale used
to evaluates person’s dependency, and access to the available
resources that may offset for the disabilities, as well the
stability of resources. These items are included in the five
aspects of functional abilities: activities of daily living ADL (7
items), mobility (6 items), communication (3 items), mental
functions (5 items), and instrumental activities of daily living
IADL (8 items). The SMAF model is administrated manually
by a health professional. The raters use all available
information to do the rating. Dependency is evaluated by using
a scale for each item with a 5-point rating scale: 0, -0.5, -1, -2
and -3. Items are evaluated using a function scoring: 0:
independently, -0.5: independently but with difficulty, -1:
needs supervision or stimulation,-2: needs help,-3: dependent.
10 of the SMAF items are measured only using 4-point rating
scale, i.e. 0, -1, -2 and -3 such as Urinary, Bowel, Vision, etc.
The disability from autonomy to dependency is identified with
a maximum negative scores of −87, a higher disability score
indicates a higher level of dependence. The handicap
assessment is necessary to overcome the disability score. If the
social resources are accessible to compensate for the disability,
the handicap score is zero; otherwise the handicap score equals
the disability score [14][15].
SMAF has been developed in [7] to include 14 profiles of
dependency patterns called iso-SMAF profiles. Each profile is
associated with a specific amount of nursing, support services,
supervision needed and the costs of services, based on the
disabilities of their patient groups. In SMAF, the first profile
(profile 1) represents the persons that are autonomous while the
last profile (profile 14) represents completely dependent
persons. These profiles based on the results of the information
of all the 29 items. From the first to the last iso-SMAF profiles,
the mean level of disability increases from 9.4 to 73.8 out of a
potential of 87. These 14 iso-SMAF profiles can be divided
into 4 categories: 1- includes subjects who are autonomous
with some IADL required supervision and help (profiles 1, 2,
and 3); 2- includes subjects who show mobility functions
disabilities (profiles 4, 6, and 9); 3- includes subjects who show
mental disabilities (profiles 5, 7, 8, and 10); and 4- shows the
lowest level of autonomy i.e. dependency in all ADL activities
(profiles 11, 12, 13, and 14) [7][16][17]. Table II briefly
illustrates the association between profiles, disability score and
classification group of iso-SMAF profiles.
B. Description of the AGGIR Model
Autonomy Gerontology Iso-Resources Group (AGGIR) is
an evaluation dependency model used in France. AGGIR uses
a complex algorithm to calculate the person’s dependency.
This model considers 17 items describing the activities of daily
living. 10 discriminated items have been identified in this
model, and 8 of them are really used in the classification of the

TABLE II.

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PROFILES, DISABILITY SCORE AND
CLASSIFICATION GROUP IN ISO-SMAF PROFILES

Number
of Profiles

Disability
score /87

Category

Number
of Profiles

Disability
score /87

Category

1

-9.33

1

8

-42.24

3

2

-13.23

1

9

-48.15

2

3

-19.76

1

10

-53.02

3

4

-23.69

2

11

-58.47

4

5

-28.54

3

12

-58.71

4

6

-32.04

2

13

-64.98

4

7

-39.19

3

14

-73.77

4

dependent persons, which in turn creates 13 profile ranks and 6
groups. Like SMAF, FIM and other dependency evaluation
models, the AGGIR evaluation is achieved manually by a
medical staff. The 13 profile ranks refer to a decline in
autonomy of dependent persons. The 6 GIR groups, reduce the
number of profiles and address the needs of assistance. The
GIR algorithm computes the iso-resource group number (1 to
6) based on a predefined association between the profile ranks
and groups (Table III). The first group (GIR 1) represents the
persons that are completely dependent while the last group
(GIR 6) represents autonomous persons. To identify a person’s
profile rank, the model uses 8 classification functions that
compute the classification scores. The person is classified as
belonging to the profile rank for which he/she has the highest
classification score. Scores are tested in a sequential order
using the classification functions from S1 to S8 (Table III).
Classification functions are defined as: S1=
where, Si
the score of the i’th function; wij is the weight for the j'th
variable modality which can be A, B or C [4]. In AGGIR, each
item is qualified using 4 adverbs: Spontaneously (S),
Completely/Totally (T), Usually (U) and Correctly (C).
According to a logical condition involving these adverbs, the
activity is evaluated with the modalities: A, B or C. For
instance, a given activity is evaluated with the modality A, if
the person can achieve the activity with the following
condition: S∧T∧C∧U [4].
TABLE III.

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PROFILE RANKS, CLASSIFICATION
SCORES GIR
Profile Ranks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Score Condition
S1 ≥ 4380
4140 ≤ S1 < 4380
3390 ≤ S1 <4140
S2 ≥2016
S3 ≥1700
1432 ≤ S3 < 1700
S4 ≥ 2400
S5 ≥ 1200
S6 ≥ 800
S7 ≥ 650
S8 ≥ 4000
2000 ≤ S8 < 4000
S8 < 2000

GIR
1

Elimination=B, Transfers =A and Interior Moving=B. We
have S1=
=3324 and S2 =
=2732 (Table IV).
To identify the profile rank, the score conditions are tested first
with the S1 score, if there is no satisfied condition, the score is
then tested with S2 and so forth until the last condition of S8
(S8< 2000). Here, the score of S1 (3324) does not satisfy the S1
score conditions (Table III). However, the score of S2 (2732)
satisfies the S2 ≥ 2016" condition (Table III). Hence, the
person’s profile rank is 4 and his iso-resource group is 2.
TABLE IV.
Activity
Coherence

Orientation

Hygiene

Dressing

WEIGHTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION FUNCTIONS S1 AND S2
W1i
C 2000
B
0
A
0
C 1200
B
0
A
0
C
40
B
16
A
0
C
40
B
16
A
0

W2i
1500
320
0
1200
120
0
40
16
0
40
16
0

Activity
Eating

Elimination

Transfers

Int. Moving

C
B
A
C
B
A
C
B
A
C
B
A

W1i
60
20
0
100
16
0
800
120
0
200
32
0

W2i
60
0
0
100
16
0
800
120
0
-80
-40
0

Table V shows the evaluation of activities using the SMAF
scores and the AGGIR modalities.
III.

METHODOLOGY

In order to study how dependency situations are handled in
existing models used in the healthcare domain, we have
performed simulations for all the possible dependency
situations using SMAF and AGGIR models. We have handled
a huge amount of data coming from twenty trillions (519.410)
possible evaluations in SMAF and more than six thousands (38)
possible evaluations in AGGIR. Each processed evaluation
represents a person with a certain situation of dependency. A
given situation is represented by values associated to all the
items defined in the used model. In our simulations, we
perform an aggregation and a matching between SMAF and
AGGIR items which are referring to similar activities. We have
identified thirteen (13) items from SMAF and all the items (8)
from the AGGIR model. Fig. 2 shows an example of this
matching.

2

3
4
5
6

Table IV presents the different weights of the different
variable modalities regarding S1 and S2 functions. As example
to compute the evaluation regarding to this model, let us
consider a person with the following evaluation: Coherence=C,
Orientation=C,
Hygiene=C,
Dressing=B,
Eating=B,

SMAF

AGGIR

Eating
Dressing

Eating
Dressing

Washing
Grooming
Speaking
Judgment
Behavior

Hygiene

Coherence

...

...

29 Items

8 Items

Fig. 2. Proposed Matching of Items between Dependency Models

ITEMS EVALUATION WITH SMAF AND AGGIR METHODS

Mobility
COM.

SMAF
Modalities

1. Eating

3 (A, B and C) 5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

2. Dressing

2. Dressing

3 (A, B and C) 5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

3. Washing

3. Hygiene

3 (A, B and C) 5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

4. Grooming

6. Bowel function

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)
4.
3 (A, B and C) 4 (0,-1,-2,-3)
Elimination
4 (0,-1,-2,-3)

7. Toileting

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

1. Transfers

1. Transfers 3 (A, B and C) 5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

2. Walking inside

2. Internal
Moving

3 (A, B and C) 5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

3. Walking outside

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

4. Donning
prosthesis or
orthotic

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

5. Propelling a
wheelchair

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

6. Negotiating stairs

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

1. Vision

4 (0,-1,-2,-3)

2. Hearing

4 (0,-1,-2,-3)

3. Speaking
1. Behavior

2.
Coherence

2. Judgment
3. Orientation

TABLE VI.

3 (A, B and C) 4 (0,-1,-2,-3)
4 (0,-1,-2,-3)
4 (0,-1,-2,-3)

1.
Orientation

3 (A, B and C) 4 (0,-1,-2,-3)

4. Memory

4 (0,-1,-2,-3)

5. Comprehension

4 (0,-1,-2,-3)

1. Housekeeping

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

Mobility

Mental Functions

AGGIR
Modalities

1. Eating

5. Urinary function

IADL

AGGIR

2. Meal preparation

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

*

3. Shopping

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

4. Laundry

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

5. Telephone

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

6. Transportation

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

7. Medication use

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

8. Budgeting

5 (0,-0.5,-1,-2,-3)

In our matching, we associate either one item of SMAF to
one item of AGGIR (one-to-one) or several items of SMAF to
one item of AGGIR (many-to-one). For instance, in the first
case: eating in SMAF with scoring criteria, varying from -3 to
0, corresponds with eating in AGGIR with scoring criteria: A,
B or C. For the second case, we perform the matching between
SMAF and AGGIR items by using a specific rate ratio of the
priority for each item. For instance, in the matching with the
AGGIR’s hygiene item (H), we associate washing with a 0.70
ratio of priority and grooming with a 0.30 ratio of priority (i.e.
H = 0.7.Washing + 0.3.Grooming, see Fig. 2 and Table VI).
The choice of these weights is because only some part of

Mental Functions

ADL

SMAF

grooming's properties cares about cleaning in SMAF. In the
SMAF model, the scoring of 0 refers to a full autonomy while 0.5 refers to autonomy with minor difficulties. Consequently,
we associate 0 and -0.5 with the A scoring of AGGIR. The
SMAF scoring of -1 and -2 indicate an increased level of
dependency so we associate it with B in AGGIR. Finally, the
maximum level of dependency is evaluated with -3 in SMAF
and C in AGGIR. Table VI illustrates those items’ matching
between SMAF and AGGIR. Notice that in the simple
matching (one-to-one) we have the following associations:
-3→C, -2→B, -1→B, -0.5→A, 0→A. For the many-to-one
matching we use the following associations: [-3 ,-2[ → C, [-2
,-1] → B, ]-1 , 0] → A.
MATCHING USED IN OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM

SMAF
items
Eating

AGGIR
items
Eating

Dressing

Dressing

Washing
Grooming

Hygiene

Urinary
function
Bowel
function
Toileting

Elimination

Transfers

Transfers

Walking
inside
Speaking
Behavior
Judgment

Internal
Moving
Coherence

Orientation

Orientation

ADL

TABLE V.

Matching from SMAF item to
AGGIR item
Eating→Eating:
0→A, -0.5→A, -1→B, -2→B, -3→C
Dressing→Dressing:
0→A, -0.5→A, -1→B, -2→B, -3→C
(Washing ϵ {0, -0.5 ,-1, -2, -3} ,
Grooming ϵ{0, -0.5 ,-1, -2, -3})
→Hygiene ϵ {A, B, C} :
H = 0.7.Washing+0.3.Grooming
H ϵ [-3 ,-2[ → Hygiene = C
H ϵ [-2 ,-1] → Hygiene = B
H ϵ ]-1 , 0] → Hygiene = A
(Urinary ϵ {0, -1, -2, -3} , Bowel ϵ{0, 1, -2,-3} , Toileting ϵ {0, -0.5, -1, -2,3}) →Elimination ϵ {A, B, C}:
E = 0.4.Urinary +0.4. Bowel+0.2.
Toileting
E ϵ [-3 ,-2[ → Elimination = C
E ϵ [-2 ,-1] → Elimination = B
E ϵ ]-1 , 0] → Elimination = A
Transfers → Transfers:
0→A, -0.5→A, -1→B, -2→B, -3→C
Walking inside → Internal Moving
0→A, -0.5→A, -1→B, -2→B, -3→C
(Behavior ϵ {0, -1, -2, -3}, Judgment
ϵ{0, -1, -2,-3}, Speaking ϵ {0, -1, -2,3}) →Coherence ϵ {A, B, C}:
C = 0.5. Behavior + 0.3. Judgment +
0.2. Speaking
C ϵ [-3 ,-2[ → Coherence = C
C ϵ [-2 ,-1] → Coherence = B
C ϵ ]-1 , 0] → Coherence = A
Orientation → Orientation
0→A, -0.5→A, -1→B, -2→B, -3→C

* communication

IV.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a new algorithm that evaluates
all the possible situations related to the different persons’
activities (ADL and IADL). We consider the 29 activities (SM1
to SM29) presented in Table V with the different dependency
evaluations using either the SMAF or the AGGIR model. Our
matching method, discussed in Section III, was implemented in
the Smaf2Aggir Matching function. The function uses the
different associations between the SMAF scores and the
AGGIR evaluations presented in Table VI. We compute the
SMAF profiles (GetSMAFprofile), match 13 items from SMAF
to all the 8 items (A1 to A8) used in AGGIR and then compute

the AGGIR scores (AggirScor). Our algorithm returns the M
matrix that gives the distribution of all the dependency
evaluations using SMAF and AGGIR. Indeed, after each
simulation’s instance (see the inner loops), the M matrix counts
the instance into the right index of M (i.e. M[SMAF_Profile,
GIR] ← M[SMAF_Profile, GIR] + δ with δ = 1).
Algorithm 1: Simulations of SMAF and AGGIR possible situations
for SM1 ← 1 to 5 do

TABLE VII.

DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGES BETWEEN SMAF AND
AGGIR
GIR4

GIR5

GIR6

P1

0

GIR1

0.029

GIR2

0.166

GIR3

19.561

43.300

36.943

P2

0

0.653

3.047

40.587

38.199

17.514

P3

0

2.097

8.511

49.341

30.064

9.987

P4

1.10-10

5.650

18.482

51.089

19.957

4.822

-8

...

P5

6.10

10.279

27.651

46.772

12.879

2.419

for SM29 ← 1 to 5 do

P6

3.10-5

20.152

38.518

34.559

5.949

0.821

P7

4.10

-4

30.446

43.709

23.124

2.476

0.244

P8

0.004

40.882

43.628

14.359

1.047

0.079

P9

0.039

54.883

38.677

6.147

0.242

0.012

P10

0.208

66.556

30.939

2.248

0.048

0.001

P11

0.579

74.301

24.302

0.809

0.009

2.10-4

P12

0.985

77.326

21.192

0.493

0.005

6.10-5

-4

3.10-7

Smafscore ← SM1 + SM2 + .. + SM29
SMAF_Profile ← GetSMAFprofile (Smafscore)
GIR ← AggirScor ( Smaf2AggirMatching (SM1, SM2, .. , SM29 ))
M [SMAF_Profile, GIR] ← M [SMAF_Profile, GIR] + δ

end
end
function AggirScor(A1, A2, .. , A8)
compute the AGGIR scores S1, S2, .. , S8
if S1 ≥ 4380 then
return 1
else if (S1 ≥ 4140 and S1 < 4380) or (S1 ≥ 3390 and S1 < 4140) or .. or (S4 ≥ 2400) then
return 2
else if … (see Table III)
end function
function GetSMAFprofile (Smafscore)
if Smafscore ≤ -9.33 and Smafscore > -13.23 then
return 1
else if Smafscore ≤ -13.23 and Smafscore > -19.76 then
return 2
else if … (see Table II)
end function

V.

EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

The execution time of the algorithm 1, as presented
previously, takes a very long time. For a simulation of one
million
dependency situations, the running time was
approximately 2.66 seconds under a DELL Precision M6700
with an Intel® Core ™ i7-3940XM, 3.20 GHz processor with a
RAM of 32 GB. This requires approximately 1.687.826 years
for the complete simulation (with the twenty trillions
situations). In order to reduce this execution time required for
performing all the simulations, we have split the twenty nine
loops of our algorithm into two independent parts: the first part
computes all of the possible scores (i.e., the δ value) of SMAF
with the variables used in SMAF only; the second part
computes the SMAF and AGGIR evaluations with the thirteen
(13) variables (items) used in both of SMAF and AGGIR (see
Table VI). The results of the first part (i.e. the possible values
of δ) are used in the second part. The running time of the first
part was 1.35 hours (under the same simulation conditions)
while the running time of the second part was 3.81 hours.
It is important to notice that the authors in [18] studied and
compared the classification of persons’ dependency using the
two models AGGIR and SMAF. Their experimentations were
done with a limited group of 207 persons. Unlike [18], we
perform the simulation over all the possible dependency
situations of people. We consider the evaluation scores for all
the items (activities) used in both of SMAF and AGGIR
models and achieve a complete correspondence between the
items. Table VII shows the percentages of matching between
iso-SMAF Profiles and AGGIR groups by applying our
simulation (see Methodology Section). The results represent
the M matrix used in Algorithm 1 in the form of percentages.

P13

3.883

84.155

11.916

0.045

1.10

P14

19.40
7

77.515

3.078

2.10-5

0

0

We have made an analysis of the characteristics of the
profiles in the SMAF and GIR groups, including the
classification status of the patient’s dependency.
The first observation on the obtained results is related to the
full autonomy of persons. We can observe that the iso-profile 1
of SMAF (P1) shows a highest matching with the GIR5 of
AGGIR. P1 matches GIR5 with 43.3% and matches GIR6 with
36.9%. This matching was unexpected based on the results of
[18]. The study of the two models enables us to explain this
situation. Indeed, the SMAF iso-profile 1 refers to the person’s
autonomy but with additional services related to supervision
and help (e.g., housekeeping, heavy housework and meal
preparation). However, the GIR6 refers only to strong
autonomy. Therefore, the highest percentage of people –who
are classified with the iso-profile 1–, have to be classified into
the GIR5 more than in the GIR6. We notice, that the researchers
in [18] obtained a perfect match (100%) between iso-profile 1
and GIR6, probably due to the small sample used (207
subjects).
The second observation is similar to the previous one but is
related to full dependency of persons. Concerning full
dependency level, the iso-profile 14 of SMAF (P14) did not
appear to be the highest level of matching with GIR1 (only
19.4% of matching). Indeed, the highest matching of P14 is
observed with GIR2 (77.5% matching). The same situation is
observed for P11, P12 and P13 where their matching is observed
with GIR2 rather than GIR1.
The third observation is related to the SMAF categories
(Section A in II). We recall that the iso-profile P1, P2 and P3
(i.e. category 1) are related to autonomy with some needs of
assistance and help as in the AGGIR model with the GIR5 and
GIR6 groups. Table VII shows that only some percentage of the
category 1 is represented by the GIR5 and GIR6. This
percentage is exactly equals to
/
=41.182%. The fourth observation is

related to dependency described by the category 4 in SMAF
(Section A in II) and the GIR1 Group in AGGIR. Only a very
few percentage of the category 4 is represented by the GIR1:
/
= 0.916%. We
notice that the remaining situations (i.e. excluding high levels
of autonomy and dependency) are related to motor and mental
disabilities (i.e. categories 2 and 3 of SMAF, see section A in
II) which correspond to GIR2 to GIR4.
Our simulation of all the possible dependency situations
(2.1019) has revealed some incoherence between the studied
models in their evaluation of the required needs and assistance.
First, we observe that some persons who are considered in a
strong dependency in SMAF with category 4 (i.e. P11, P12, P13
and P14) have not been classified with GIR1. Consequently,
they are not receiving their real required needs since they were
classified in groups: GIR2 to GIR6. This percentage is exactly
equals to
/2.1019= 0. 086 %. Similarly,
some persons starting to have a decline in their autonomy (i.e.
classified from P4 to P14 in SMAF) were considered by AGGIR
as autonomous persons (i.e. GIR1) hence they will not receive
any assistance. The exact amount of this category equals to
/2.1019 = 0.679 %. Moreover, persons with
high levels of autonomy classified with SMAF in category 1
(i.e. P1, P2 and P3) were distributed into the AGGIR’s
dependency levels from GIR1 to GIR4. Thus, they will receive
services and assistance more than their real needs. The exact
amount is
/ 2.1019 = 0.152 %.
Our simulation has processed all of the 2.1019 possible
dependency situations. Recall that these situations were
obtained by varying the possible evaluations of each activity of
daily living (Algorithm 1). The consideration of all the subjects
has
allowed
us
to
compare
the
amount
of
autonomous/dependent persons between SMAF and AGGIR.
The number of persons considered as autonomous in SMAF
(As=0.258%) is less than this number in AGGIR (Ag=5.235%)
while the number of dependent persons in SMAF (Ds=0.087%)
is more than this number in AGGIR (Dg=0.007%). Indeed, in
SMAF (category 1), we have As=
/2.1019=0.258% while in AGGIR (GIR5 and GIR6), we have
Ag=
/ 2.1019=5.235%. We have also, in
the SMAF category 4, Ds=
/ 2.1019 =
0.087%,
while
in
AGGIR
(GIR1),
we
have
Dg=
/ 2.1019 =0.007%. It is noteworthy that in
SMAF, a subject has a highest probability to be classified in
the profile P6 that is related to persons who need assistance
mainly in their mobility activities. The value of this probability
is
/2.1019=0.37. In AGGIR, the highest
probability
/2.1019 =0.39 concerns the group
GIR3 that is related to persons who need assistance mainly in
mental activities.
We remind that the previous results were obtained using
our matching method as presented in Table VI. In our method
we have associated the SMAF autonomy scores 0 and -0.5 with
the A scoring of AGGIR. In a second simulation, we were
interested in refining this approximate association by a new
association from SMAF to AGGIR: 0 to A and -0.5 to B. Our
objective is to reflect the fact that the A evaluation in AGGIR

concerns a perfect autonomy in performing a given activity of
daily living. The B evaluation is associated to -0.5 because it
describes the fact that the person is partially dependent. The
results of our second simulation lead us to similar observations
as discussed previously but with a significant incoherence in
evaluating the dependency of persons. Indeed, we have
observed that the degree of dependency in AGGIR was
increased for people who are considered as relatively
autonomous in SMAF. For instance, we observed a significant
drop in the rates of GIR6 and GIR5 (i.e. AGGIR autonomous
persons) and high matching (90.11%) between autonomous
persons in SMAF (P1) and persons with more dependency
(GIR4).
VI.

DISCUSSION

The main goal of this work targets a better understanding
about the context of persons in order to provide them with
eHealth services that meet their context and real needs (Fig 1.).
In order to reach this objective, we need to consider the most
important person’s activities, which affect the performance of
the individual in negative and positive situations. Therefore, an
ideal platform that provides such eHealth services should
consider the most important activities for monitoring and
evaluation. Our work has considered current models, used by
the health domain, to evaluate the execution of human
activities. This will help to gain a better knowledge about the
medical evaluation tools and highlight their drawbacks in order
to provide new eHealth ecosystems easily adaptable to health
institutions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest
and most complete study that considers the two mostly used
models in the evaluation of activity of daily living. The work in
[18] has performed a similar comparison but only with a
limited set of subjects. This limited set had not permitted to
gain a complete vision about the limitations and incoherence of
existing models.
Our complete simulation (20 trillion of possible
evaluations) has lead us to observe that in general, uneven
distribution has appeared from the two studied dependency
models with some incoherence in the evaluation of subjects’
dependency. Our results have shown that the AGGIR model is
not as comprehensive as SMAF, this is clearly shown in:
•

Mismatch in levels of autonomy and dependency from
AGGIR to SMAF.

•

Distribution from autonomy evaluation in AGGIR to
dependency in SMAF, on the contrary distribution from
dependency in AGGIR to autonomy in SMAF.

•

Finally, AGGIR is not covering all the important
functions that show the real performance of the
individual achieving their daily tasks.

On the other hand, although SMAF
activities, it has shown weaknesses in some
validity periods regarding the activities’
exaggerates by considering some activities
severe dependency.

covers multiple
aspects. It lacks
evaluations and
in situations of

In the ecosystem of eHealth services, linking validity
periods to each monitored activity is of high importance while

providing context-aware services. Indeed, in order to ensure
efficient services in time, the validity should be dependent on
the type of activity and the necessity of updates with a welldetermined threshold. For optimizing eHealth platforms, some
activities have not to be monitored or measure all the time. For
instance, in severe dependency levels it is not necessary to
monitor the grooming activity all time by models and
platforms. This improves the architecture to sense some
activities, which directly affect the lives of the elderly.
Consequently, we have to monitor only appropriate activities
that could trigger some services.

[3]

Finally, in the context of eHealth services, our simulations
led us to realize that the existing models are inadequate and not
efficient to give an accurate assessment about the elderly
dependency. Indeed, the existing models do not reflect the real
context of the person. As we have shown previously, the same
subject can be considered as autonomous by using one model
and seen to be a dependent person in another model.

[6]

[4]

[5]

[7]

[8]

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the monitored person’s context
by studying and comparing the existing health models used in
the evaluation of dependent people. We focus on accurately
meeting the needs of dependent people for appropriate
healthcare services. Our study has clearly shown neither SMAF
nor AGGIR models could fulfill the requirements of efficiency
and reliability of eHealth platforms services. Therefore, in
order to further reduce the error rate in the existing evaluation
models and to build efficient eHealth ecosystems, we should
improve the performance of evaluation models. According to
our experimentations and proposed matching algorithm, SMAF
provides a better knowledge than AGGIR regarding the
evaluation of patients’ needs of help and assistance. Covering
most important daily activities is important; however SMAFlike models need improvements in order to be adopted in
eHealth new platforms which accommodate both efficiency
and reliability. Such improvements concern for instance: the
linking of evaluations to validity periods, the consideration of a
sub set of activities that depend on the situation (context) of
persons, the determination of the required frequency to
evaluate (sense) the activities, etc. Next steps will be enriching
the SMAF model and make it ready to be included in our
targeted context-aware eHealth architecture that provides
eHealth services at home. We will consider the compatibility
with heterogeneous data sources and sensors on one hand and
with heterogeneous patient profiles on the other hand.

[9]
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